
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vckz6EAn30Y



✤ POST-TRUTH ERA

✤ EMBRACE OF SUBJECTIVITY

✤ Primacy of feeling over fact (selfie culture) 



Media, 

disrupted
Business model

Content

Distribution

Trust



Social media "has made things much worse," because it 

"offers an easy route for non-journalists to bypass 

journalism's gatekeepers, so that anyone can 'publish' 

anything, however biased, inaccurate or fabricated.”

–John Huxford, an Illinois State University journalism 

professor



It took the truth approximately 6x as long 

as falsehood to reach 1,500 people.

– MIT researchers who examined 126,000 

rumors spread by three million people



Filipinos more 

aware of fake 

news

✤ Pulse Asia surveys

✤ Sept 2018:

✤ 47% use internet; majority access it via mobile; 98% use it to check social media accounts

✤ 88% aware of fake news on social media; 79% aware it’s widespread on social media

✤ 51% said their political opinions have been swayed by fake news

✤ June 2017:

✤ 37% use internet for social media; 74% read, heard, or watched at least one piece of fake news on 

the platforms they used. 

✤ 59% thought fake news was widespread on these platforms

✤ 39% aware they changed their views on politics and government because of fake news





Fake news is part of a strategy 

✤ For political gain, to destabilise

✤ Silence the critics, silence dissent

✤ For profit: Ruin reputation

✤ Just mischief

Strategies, Tools, Tactics: 

✤ Distribution - game the algorithm (Cambridge 

Analytica) 

✤ Trolls 

✤ Shoot the messenger, plant doubt …”Did she 

really…? “



What now?



What now?

✤ASK: Why?

✤ Inspire, entertain, educate, inform, help, reward

✤ASK: Who is your audience?

✤ Content 

✤ text, photo, video, gif, meme, infographic

✤ Distribution 

✤ Online? Offline? 



Content types:

1. On-the-go

✤ Static post. Consumed when waiting for Grab, elevator, etc. 

2. Lean forward 

✤ interactive, less random

3. Lean back

✤ Immersive. Finished braving the traffic. The best time when 

engagement happens since less clutter. No disruption. The long 

form videos. 



How?

✤ ‘Scroll-stoppers’
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